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Ah ! Spring
Has Arrived:
Bottoms Up!
By GREGORY BYRNE
Streaking used to refer to
what a 20 year old woman did
to her hair In order to look
like a 40 year old woman.
Today, however, as the
greater portion of humanity
Is aware of, the word has taken
on a new meaning. Thanks to
the untiring efforts of countless college students from all
over the country, the term will
probabaly go down In the idiomatic history of the 70's, while
giving college administrators
a good case of ulcers.
Streaking, for those of you
who have been sequestered In
a Himalayan monestary for the
past few months without benefit of a newspaper, is the fine
art of sprinting buck naked
across campus for the amusement and edification of passers-by. It is largely a maledominated sport, but on some
more liberal campuses women
have been participating with
equal fervor.
This new pastime seems to
be the greatest boon to college
social life since Budweiser
started canning their brew.
Campuses throughout the
country have been literally
mobbed with hundreds of young
men and women attempting to
out-dazzle their competitors
and out-manouver the authorities. Virginia campuses at
VPI, UVa, and William and
Mary have been the sites of
several mass demonstrations
in recent weeks. And yes,
Virginia, streaking has hit
Madison.
As usual, Madison has been
fashionably late in adopting
this most recent contemporary trend, but what Madison streakers lack in timeliness they are making up for
in hustle. In the two weeks
before spring break, almost
a dozen streaking incidents
took place, much to the consternation of Security and the
Administration.
Just as it is hard to understand why a 20 year old woman would want to look like
an old woman, so it is a little
bit difficult to fathom why
someone would want to go
running stark-raving nude around campus.
"It's the thrill of the challenge," one streaker informs
me. "It's the excitement of
doing it and not getting
caught." My informant, who
Continued on Page 4
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The National Black Political Con vent Ion votedoverwhelmlngly to table a resolution calling for the establishment of a black political
party.
Convention leaders
and delegates agreed that
more work is needed in the
area of organizing black leaders and assemblies throughout the country to serve as
a power base for a national
black party.
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Students Lobby At NSL Conference

(Editor's Note: This is the first
of two articles concerning the
conference.)
By CYNTHIA CARNEY
How often has the 11 o'clock
news prompted you to grit your teeth and mutter, "If only

World Briefs

Black Party Tabled

*■*-

•Hey look me over." This is exactly what nearly 400 students did during a recent streak in front of Logan Dorm.

^

The convention also passed
a highly diluted version of an
aid to Israeli state, and virtually served as a censure of
the Israeli actions in the Middle East.

Jobert Replies
French Foreign Minister
Michel Jobert mildly replied
this week to President Nixon's
statement concerning aid to
Europe. The President, in
Continued on Page 5

I could DO something about
that!"? In the past year, you
may have caught yourself swearing at the newscaster once
too often. Andfor many reasons--whetheflbe energy crisis, the Watergate issue
or the weakness of Congress.
In an attempt to accomplish
a 'something*, eight Madison
studentsjolned nearly 900 students from all over the country at the National Student Lobby Conference in Washington,
D.C. The Conference, held over a five day period at the end
of February, was an attempt by
students to make their presence known within the halls of
Capital Hill. Sharing similar
grievances and goals, the students worked for three days In
order to prepare themselves
to lobby their congresspersons in the Interests of student
rights and education.

S?

Benefit of All
The National Student Lobby
Is an organization managed
and comprised of students for
the benefit of all students; every Individual student in the
country is a member of NSL.
Each year, the Lobby holds a
conference In which students
from all over the country converge on the HUl to provide
their congresspersons with
information.
This confrontation reaps mutual benefits—while explaining student concerns to the
congresspersen, the student Is
providing valid information on
many relevant topics for the
congressperson's future consideration. Meanwhile, the
student Is evaluating his representative as an individual
person and as a man who is
representing the people.

This year, the third annual
NSL Conference was held in
the Ramada Inn on Thomas Circle in Washington D.C. From
Saturday, February 23 until
Wednesday, February 27 over
900 students transformed the
Inn into'Conference Central.*
The Conference's priority
issue was federal funding for
education; the proposed rise in
tuition cost along with the cut- back in financial aid programs
is promising to limit college
enrollment. Two additional issues that the Lobby advocated
were the proposed abolition of
youth air fares and the support
of full minimum wage for students.
To prepare the students for
effective lobbying, the first
three days of the Conference
were designed to provide the
Continued on Page 10
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By Cindy Carn.y

Results Accomplished
Following the excitement
and Infectious enthusiasm of
the National Lobby Conference
in Washington, It Is quite a
culture shock to step back
into the unrealistic world of a
sheltered college campus.
Faced once again with the relative apathy of fellow students, the Lobby's delegates
are undoubtedly questioning
the overall function of the
Conference.
However, we can bring back
to the students the concrete
and real results of the Conference. As concerned Individuals and as a group of students with shared goals, we
impressed the congress persons and made our presence
known on the Hill. Instead of
muttering at an unresponsive
television newscaster, we gathered forces and presented
our views In a manner in which
our legislators respected us.
Arthur Rodbell, the Executive Director of NSL commented, "this Conference was
unprecedented—the first time
in many years that students
have gathered for a workingtype conference.* Mr. Rodbell
speaking of several comments
from congresspersons, said
that the students were well
poised, knew the issues thoroughly and conducted their ap-

pointments as would any professional lobbyist; in fact,
some congresspersons were
actually shocked by the students profficlency. One legislative aide told Mr. Rodbell
that he was actually frightened
by the student's knowledge of
the Issues.
Mr. Rodbell stressed-that
the MERE PRESENCE of the
students on the Hill Influenced
the legislators. A bill which
carried a proposal concerning pensions which was detrimental to student Interests
was voted down on February
26, the day the students were
on Capital Hill lobbying. This
vote was directly credited to
the efforts of the National
Student Lobby.
Furthermore, In the congressional record of Tuesday,
February 26, there was a reference made to the NSL by
Senator Hubert Humphrey. He
explained the origin and function of the Lobby and outlined
the major Issues for which
the students were lobbying.
Also Included In the records,
on the request of Mr.
Humphrey, was an open letter
to the members of Congress
written by Willis Edwards,
Director of the Conference.
Therefore, no one can discontinued on Page 3
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Student Support of Dance
Theatre Encouraging
Dear Editor:
On March 6 and 7 the Modern
Ensemble of the
Madison
College Dance Theatre performed a concert showing the
high degree of talent and professionalism Madison has
acquired In the area of dance,
both in the faculty and
students.
What Is even more impressive, to me, is the overwhelming and appreciative response
by the student body towards the
concert. This is quite a change
in attitude from the past years,
and Indicates a wUllngness
among Madison students to
attend such events. Perhaps
this willingness stems from
the presentation of dance in the
college curriculum on a more
open-minded, artistic, and
mature level than what many
students, such as myself, received in high school.
The success of this concert
was dependent upon its' ability
to provide something for
everyone who went - movement, music, emotion, and
visual effects, a new phenomenon to the Madison audience

within a dance concert. Here
I think it is important to clear
up some confusion regarding
credits in the program. Mr.
Steve Zapton, a faculty member in the Art Department,
provided the slide background
for Mantra.
Mr. Blalne
Chambers, a faculty member
in the Physical Education Department, made and arranged
the slides used in the light
show during Chance. Also,
Michael Flnlayson composed
the music for Growth, whUe
the rest of the concert music
came from other artists.
As an executive of Dance
Theatre, I would like to apologize for the overcrowding in

Duke, both to the people who
attended the concert and to the
ones unable to because of the
crowded situation. I hope that
both faculty and students will
support the dance events yet to
come, the combined concert
by the Folk Ensemble, Gymnasts, and Chorus on April 4
and 5, and Gus Solomons Company/Dance, March 2 5,2 6, and
27. The way to continue having
enjoyable dance events on this
campus is through student demand and support.
Sincerely,
Janet Bruce
Vice-president,
Madison CoUege Dance
Theatre

Cheerleaders Lacking
Dear Editor,
Madison College's basketball
team ended with a good season - with no help from the
cheerleaders. Our girls'
cheers lack variety and orlg-

Poster Sabotage
Dear Editor,
Somewhere on this campus
there exists a dorm room that
is waU to wall publicity posters. It is a shame that the
people who have the hobby of
collecting posters are being
shocked because the posters
now have slashes in them.
Peace once more reigns when
these devoted people learn that
all it takes is a little tape and
the poster is fixed again, well
these people are certainly
doing the economically sound
thing - the posters cost them
nothing and the only people put
out are the sad people who
tried to publicize something.

The story does not end here
because what these people
don't know Is that stealing
these posters is an act that
the Judicial Board will prosecute for and which will result
in a fine. Just think of all the
people who work on putting out
one poster and if any one of
those people saw you with a
poster before the event being
publicized, your chances of
being turned in are good. So
we wish you barer walls and
less paranoia.
Watchfully yours,
Campus Program Board

lnality. They also faU to do
formation cheers during halftime and time outs, and their
cheers do not always coincide
with the action of the game.
I'm sure that anyone who has
gone to any type of sports activity this year wUl agree. I
believe this representation is
a bad influence on the coUege
and the students who attend it.
I feel the blame for this rests
on the system which chose the
girls. Therefore, I have tried
to briefly outline a system I
feel would be much better.
The girls should be chosen on
performance, personality, and
grades. For performance,
which would count 50%,the
girls should be Judged by qualified people in both group and
individual cheers and on
smUe, voice projection, coordination, and other factors
which determine a good cheerleader. For personality,
which would count 35%, a group
of spec lally selected people
would interview each girl separately to determine which^.
Continued on Page 3
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Album Grooves
le Mann records exclusively
When the hit single "Spin
for Atlantic Records.
Ball* by Herble Mann was reAlthough the name Barry Goleased I Immediately scanned
ldberg may not mean anything
the radio station copy to see
to most of you, he Is a once
If the 45 was a song from an
studio musician with a remalbum either released or soon
arkable past. In the early days
to be released. To my disaof the urban electric blues
ppointment, the label on the
movement, Barry was the
single made no mention of an
keyboard
man for Steve Milalbum.
ler's
blues
band that played
During semester break, to
at
Big
John's
on occasion in
my surprise I recleved an alChicago.
After
the group spbum which contained the dylit up, Goldberg found himself
namic instrumental "Spin Baat the Newport Folk Festival
ll." "London Underground*
in 1965 Jamming with Bob Dy(SD 1648) by Herble Mann
lan. After that, Barry went lnalso included four other ch,.
to
studio work and played seoice selections including: "Bissions
with Mitch Ryder and
tch*, "Layla*, "Mellow Yelthe
Detroit
Wheels ("Devil
low*, and "You Never Give
With
The
Blue
Dress On*)
Me Your Money.*
and
aided
Dylan
with
his "BlNot only does this album feaonde
on
Blonde*
album.
ture the great instrumentatBarry later got with Mike
ion of Herble Mann, but othBloomfleld
and formed Elecer personnel Include: Albert
tric
Flag
and
made themselLee and Mick Taylor on guives a name in 1967 at the
tars and Fuzzy Samuels on
Monterey Pop Festival.
bass, as well as seven other
Now, Barry Goldberg has
dedicated musicians. Herb-

By Purple Fox

gone solo and has recently
completed a new album for
Atco entitled "Barry Goldberg" (SD 7040). By the way,
his friend Bob Dylan helps
with background vocals on
•Stormy Weather Cowboy*,
■Silver Moon", "Minstrel
Show*, and "BigCity Woman."
David Bowie's arranger and
lead guitarist, Mick Reason
now has an album under his
belt The RCA LP entitled
"Slaughter on 10th Avenue"
(APL1-0472) is produced, arranged, and conducted by Mick. Four other musicians aid
in the album including Trevor
Bolder, Mike Garson, and others. "Love Me Tender*,
•Only After Dark", and "Pm
The One" as well as the title cut are the choice selections.
Brian Auger's Oblivion Express is another RCA group
with a new LP out This group's talent Is Just being recognized by the general blues-rock public. Brian was one
of the founders of The Steam
u

National LobbyJ Conference ***«TV^i*
5i
Long John Baldry, Rod SteSteContlnued from Page 2
pute the fact that the students
made an impression on their
congresspersons. However,
the Important question following the conference is "What
happens next? Is this Just a
once-a-year-effort?"
*******

In the offices of the National
Students Lobby In Washington,
desks are being moved, papers
are being reflled, telephones
are ringing. "Find a place to
sit and 1*11 be right with you—I
have to find an ashtray," a
young man with courdory pants
and a sweater said as he directed me into his office.
"I hope you don't tell everyone how disorganized we are,"
Mr. Rodbell commented as he
finally settled behind a cluttered desk and lit a cigarette.
"But we are reorganizing, and
a lot of work has got to
be done."
Mr. Rodbell went on to explain to me that the Lobby's
efforts did not stop at the Conference. P resently, the Lobby
Is working with the Federal
Energy Commission to stress
the impact that the proposed
rationing system will have on
students. Furthermore, the
Lobby is fighting a proposal
by the state department to exclude foreign students, who
are not Independent, from attending public universities.
This action would involve an
increase intuition. Obviously,
the Lobby continues its efforts

year-round to fight for student
interest.
But what about the delegates
who return to their respected
colleges to resume their roles
as students again? Kevin
Hoschar, a Madison delegate
to the Conference, commented, "I felt that I personally got a great deal out of the
Conference and I was pleased
with our delegation as a whole,
who did a fine Job in representing our College. But I
regret that I'm a senior and I
hope that more students will
join NSL as a result of our
experiences." Unfortunately,
the handful of Madison students who did experience the
Conference,
cannot easily
spread their enthusiasm and
idealism throughout the student body. The inbred skepticism towards government
that our generation seems to
flaunt Is hard to penetrate. But
we did try to do something,
and we did bring back results.

wart, and Julie DriscoU.
The Trinity was formed after
The Steam Packet broke up and
included Julie DriscoU, Brian
Auger, and other musicians.
After the big 1969 tour of the
United States, Julie DriscoU
dropped out; however, Auger
was not defeated and reorganized and continued with their
sound.
It was in 1971 that the group
changed their name with their
first LP that year entitled
•Brian Auger's Oblivion Express" (LSP-4462).
•Straight Ahead"
(APLI1454) the latest RCA album
by the group Includes1 Barry
Dean on bass, Stephen Ferrone
(replacing Godfrey MacLean)
with drums, Jack Mills playing lead guitar, Lennox Laington, Congas, and Auger on
keyboards.
With the best parts of Jazz
and pop their LP may be the
best work they have completed. Choice tracks include:
"Bumpin' on Sunset*, •Change*, as weU a the title cut.

COSMETICS
Love - Max Factor - Yardley
Dubarry - London Look

HOSTETTER'S
DRUG STORE

GRAHAM'S
SHOE SERVICE
111 North Liberty Street
Heels while you wait

RENEE'S HAIRSTYLING
Cut and Blow Dry
Student Special

$7.00
$5.00

Free Parking

KEEZEL BUILDING ON MAIN STREET

STORE OPEN
8-5 Mon.-Sat.
8-8 Thurs.

ACROSS FROM ELBOW ROOM

4 34-1 02«

OPERATORS

Karen Miller
Atkins

Darlene

Barbara Blosser
Patty Warble

wmixi
Cheerleaders Lacking
Continued from Page 2
were more outgoing, better
leaders, more knowledgeable
of the game rules, dedicated
and spirited. Also, grades
should be a determining factor of 15%. Some other suggestions I feel would be helpful
are to obtain a sponsor, new
uniforms, spring try-outs, and
attendance at a summer cheerleading camp.
Very briefly these are my
suggestions and I am willing to
expand on them for anyone who
Is interested. I realize this
system will take a lot of time,
but if Madison CoUege's students and faculty are interested enough in having qualified

girls who can spark our boys
on to victory when the chips
are down, I think it would be
worth the time.
Ginger Murphy

ELUEBIDGE
MUSK
EMPORIUM
Gultar.Banjo.and
Fiddle classes
Country,Bluegrass
Blues Harmonica
Finest Instruction
available
157AWau4au5t.

Star Cables Motel
Exit 65 off I- 81
TV — Air-Conditioning
Dial 434-1980 For Reservations
Rat.s: $8.00 Single $10.00 Double
Bank Americard & Master Charge Accepted
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Spring Streak,
Continued from Pagel

As usual, Madison has been fashionably late in adopting
this most recent contemporary trend, but what Madison
streakers lack In tlmliness they are making up for in
hustle.
Photo by Bill White

'Bring Your Own' Party
The Graduate Students Association social committee
will sponser a 'Bring Your

Bicycles, Parts
A Accessories
Sporting Ooods

WESTERN AUTO
HARRISONBURG

Own* party on March 23 at
8 p.m. at 300 Old South High
Street in Harrisonburg. All
graduate students and graduate faculty are Invited and
may bring guests. Further in
may bring guests. Further Information is available from
BUI Cantwell (434-5048) or
Pat Rhodes (434-2977).
The Madison College Graduate Students Association was
founded last fall and is chaired by Doug Faust. This party
is the second in a series of
parties planned by the Social
Committee for the Spring Semester.
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FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY

ATALA

Reg. $125
Red. $105

Many Accessories
On Sale As Wen

WARNER
BICYCLE COMPANY

prefers for obvious reasons
to be known only as "D.w.
from Weaver," knows whereof
he speaks. He has participated In several of the biggest
streaks so far, and plans on
streaking more in the future.
la a n interview before
spring break, B.W. confided
that we could expect "considerably more" streaking after school resumes in March.
He cited the warm weather as
a primary factor in the increase to come. However,
streaking lately has been in a
lull, probably due to the unseasonably cold weather. It
is probably safe to say that
this is a temporary lull, however.
B.W. also enlightened me to
a most interesting aspect of
streaker philosophy. He said
he prefers streaking to be
"in good taste." When I inquired as to how streaking
could be In good taste, he
relief' "Well, it shouldn't
be just exhibitionism."
Herein lies the truth of the
entire matter. Apparently,
streaking is not some kind of
symbol of the "new sexuality"
any more than It is any of the
other half—bright interpretations given It by various commentators. It Is not a sexual
act, any more than it is a
social, political, or religious
act.
Now this may come as
something of a shock to intent young psychologists and
opinion-makers who see their
livlihood threatened by hordes
of young mongrels running
nude without any Freudian
hang-ups or other tangible
psychoanalytical problems,
but It appears to be the truth.
Streaking, according to the
streakers themselves, Is nothing more than a novel way
to blow off steam and get a
kick out of doing something for
a change.

MID-WAY
ARCO
GROCERY

All Kinds of
,
Luncheon Meats
Snacks of All Types and
Cold Beer
One Half Block
South of Campus
On Main Street
Fri.-Sun. 7:30-10:30
Mon.-Thur. 7:30-10
11/2 Miles South of
Harrisonburg, Va. on
Route 11 So.
Complete Brunswick Bowling
Installation
Automatic Pin Setters
Bowling Apparel and Suppllesi

Valley Lanes
BOWLING
Tw Phis tai fed his
Modern Snack Bar

60 V2 Elizabeth St.

Call

434-2100

MtrrisMlMri
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It seems safe to say that we
can expect a sharp Increase
in tile amount of streaking in
the immediate future, especially considering B.W.'s sly
hint that Wilson Hall itself may
soon see some streaking action. And it is also somewhat apparent by now that the
Administration cannot really
do too much about it, although
it has instructed the resident
advisors and security to report any Incidents of streaaklng. Streakers will be prosecuted for indecent exposure
which can carry fines as high
as $1,000. Already the phenomenon has become institutionalized (usually the first sign
of a dying fad) by its inclusion
in the April Fools Day Streak
for Impeachment, sponsored
by a fly by night organization

which goes by the whimsical
name of The Emperor Wears
No Clothes. Perhaps the best
action to be taken right now
is to imitate the venerable
president of Sweet Briar College, who bravely smiled and
applauded as some fifty coeds ran past his house.
However, for those streakers who are interested in a
career in law enforcement,
bad news has surfaced from
Lubbock, Texas, where Texas
Tech staged a tremendous
streaking demonstration two
weeks ago. An FBI agent who
was called to the scene assured a TIME reporter that
"no one who ever streaked
could ever get a Job with an
organization like ours." So a
word to the wise for those of
you with aspirations to become
a Fed—keep your shirts on.
«

Philosophy Forum
Discusses Languages
Can. you think without using
language?
This was only one of the many
questions that were raised
at the Philosophy Forum last
Tuesday night. Sponsored by
the Philosophy Department,
the Forum invited Dr. James
Eby from the English Department to conduct a discussion
concerning "Language and Mind*.
The discussion centered around differences of language
that reflect sociological and
perceptual differences. For
instance, Dr. Eby used the example of the English word •snow." There are about ten different words that mean snow
in the Eskimo language but each has a subtle difference in
meaning. Of course, this is
attributed to the fact that snow
is such an integral part of the
every day life of the Eskimo.
Therefore It is hard for an Eskimo to understand the overgeneralization of the English
language In its treatment of
the word "snow." However, this example serves to show the
difficulty of translating meanings of words into different languages.
Another topic that was touched on during the course of
the evening was the question
of what happens between the
concept of an idea and the actual speaking of that concept in
language. In other words, how
can one say something that he
has never said before? Perhaps one has used the words
before, but one has certainly
never said them in that exact
same context or order. How

can the mind accomplish this
without consciously thinking?
One of the more involved conversations concerned a chimpanzee who has been taught
sign language by an American
couple. This has raised hundreds of questions by linguists, psychologists and doctors; among others. It has been
generally accepted that only
humans could use language.
And with this language is included the concept of thought.
Can this mean that the chimpanzee Is actually thinking as
a human three-year old since
he can relate concrete symbols to language?
The forum's participants
were few, and the number of
professors almost equaled the
number of students. Although
the forum did not pretend to
answer any of the many questions that were raised, one
student commented that he wished his classes were similar
to a forum of this type. "As
the professor sitting next to
me was leaning forward with
excitement and trying to express herself, I knew exactly
what she was thinking and could share her enthusiasm. I
didn't feel as if I were the student and she were the teacher.
We were on an equal level."
The Philosophy Department
is planning to conduct another
Forum next Tuesday night,
March 27. The topic will be
•The Chariot of the Gods",
a novel by Erich von Danlken
dealing with beings who may
have been on Earth before the
coming of man.

\
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World Briefs

House. He feels that many
Republicans will vote for the
a statement made last week, articles, not because of Waimplied that unless more Eu- tergate, but because of alleged
ropean coope'ration with tax Improprieties on the part
Washington is forthcoming' of Mr. Nixon.
Mills also indicated that
that American troop reduction
he
would be willing to sponon the continent is likely.
Jobert, previously an outspoken anti-American stated sor legislation to grant the
that he hoped "...that no one President protection from
in Europe or the United States "persecution or prosecution"
should the President choose
boxes himself into an overstated position which could to resign.
be harmful to all."
He went on to say that he Buckley On Resignation
hoped that International co-Ni Conservative Sen. James
operation could take place with Buckley (R-NY) called this
"frankness, flexibility, and
week for President Nixon's
resignation from office as berespect for others."
ing the "only solution" to the
Watergate
situation.
The
Predicts Resignation
statement by the senator came
Rep. Wilbur Mills (D-Ark.) as something of a shock. In
predicted this week that Pre- the past, the senator has alsident Nixon will be out of ways been a firm proponent
office by November as a re- of President Nixon and his
sult of political and public policies.
pressure concerning his tax ' Buckley said he based his opinion on resignation on the
problems.
Appearing on the CBS pro- fact that Watergate has caused
gram
"Face the Nation," respect for the Presidency to
Mills said that he thought fall to "an all-time low."
the nation would be surprised Impeachment, he said, would
when the vote on the articles only make matters worse for
of impeachment is taken in the the nation as a whole.
Continued from Page 1

Spain Study Tour Offered
A special study tour program
to Spain sponsored by the Virginia State Chapter of the American Association of Teachers of Spanish and Portugeuse is being offered to Interested Madison students from
May 16 to June 10.
The cost for the tour Is $489
plus $3.00 U.S. Departure Tax.
The tour price Includes: round
trip air transportation from
Washlngtoa-DuUes airport to
Malaga via Iberia Airlines of
Spain jumbo jetliner and return to Washington from Madrid, hotel accomodatlons for
24 nights, based on double rooms with private shower or

Victims Needed
wanted; students Interested
in participating In a psychological experiment. Should take no more than three hours
over a period of one month.
Small monetary incentives shaU be used. Those interested
may pick up a questionnaire
from Dr. James Couch, Psychology Dept., Johnston Hall,
Room 109. For more information Call 6309.

bath, breakfast and dinner dally at the hotel, sightseeing
tours In major cities, visits
to and stays at the beaches of
the Costa del Sol and Benldorm, transportation by bus between cities, round trip transfers between airports and transportation terminals and hotels assistance with baggage
handling and taxes and gratitudes.
College credit for the tour
will be available to those students who have had two years
of college Spanish or the equivalent. Three hours of college
credit may be earned by qualified students who register for
Spanish 309 - Spanish Clvilization (Study Tour) at Madison College. The tuition for the
course will be $53.00 for Virginia students.
A deposit of $100.00 is required of all students who plan to make the trip with the
final payment due not later
than April 1, 1974. For further information concerning the
tour contact Dr. Conls of the
Foreign Language Department.
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Buckley did not comment
on the guilt or innocence of
the President.

Oil Embargo Lifted
Seven of the nine Arab nations Involved have lifted the
oil embargo to the United
States. The two abstentions
were Lybia and Syria.
The political reasons for
this change in policy appear
to be based on the new US
policy in the Middle East,
especially in recognition of
American peace efforts between Arabs and Israelis. Presumably, the Arab nations
sense a weakening of the hardline pro-Israelis sentiment on
the part of the President and
Congress.
Of immediate consequence
to the nation is the pledge by
Saudi Arabia to up production of oil by 1 million barrels a day, all of this oil to
be going to the United States.
This amount alone will restore about half of the current defeclt caused by Arab
oil embargo.

Sirica Releases File

Trained wild animals and beautiful girl performers
will be Important elements In the varied performance
On his final day as Chief
of Hanneford Circus when it appears in Godwin Hall
Judge for the Federal Court
on March 24.
In the District of Columbia,
Judge John Sirica ordered the
release of the grand Jury report on President Nixon's InAll campus artists are
volvement In the Watergate
The auction is sponsored by
invited to bring any works of
to the House Panel on ImKappa PI, the Honorary Art
art they want to sell to Duke
peachment.
Sirica delayed
Fraternity. IT there are any
Fine Arts Building, Room 101,
the action for two days In
questions, call Jackie at 5273.
In the art side.
order to allow the indicted
At the auction, March 23,
aides an opportunity to file
from
1:30 to 4 In the Anthony
appeals.
COINS Bought COINS
Seegar Auditorium these
works will be auctioned off.
TOP
SOW
IIIL Appraised
25% of the sale price will go to
the art department's gallery
fund to buy works of original
The Application for Readart done by well-known artists
mission and the applicable fee
for Madison's collection. The
must be received by the Trrest of the proceeds go to the
Phone 434-1938
easurer's Office on or be85 E. Elizabeth St.
Individual artist.
fore April 1, 1974 for degree
Harrlsonburg, Va.
This is a great chance for
students who plan to return
students
to
sell
their
works
to the College for the school
and help a worthy cause at the
year 1974-75.
same time.

Art Auction Saturday

Applica tion
Notice

COIN
SHOP

tjUUUMM

*****************************^Y ALLEY
NUTRITION
|When You Think Of Jewelry*
CENTER
*

Think of

*
*
*
*
*
*

Wilson Jewelers
Your Registered Jeweler

Your Health Food
Store"

1

51 E. Elizabeth St.
(Next to Post Office)
II
Mon. Thru Sat.. 9:30 - 5:00\

In Downtown Harrisonburg

R

LOOK

WE'RE OPEN EVERY NIGHT
1'Cept Saturday) TIL 9p.m.
COME ON DOWN AND
BROWSE AROUND.
NO TELLING WHAT YOU'LL FIND"

coy

wMc/)

Open Mon. - Fri. 11-9.
Saturday 10 - 6.
188 South Mason Street
Phone 433-2136

INSIDE

ijL-

ijr

I if you reaUy want to
• know us-look Inside...
Don't Judge us by our cover.

Opti Thirsdiy,
Frtfiy Nites

••*
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"Wow, like nobody thought we S-»-'
could go to the NCAA In one
year. I thought that maybe we
could make It In two or three
years, but not In my first year,
not to the NCAA.'So went the
thoughts of John Cadman a
freshman starter forthe
Madison College Dukes.
On Wednesday afternoon,
February 27, the Madison College basketball team was just
beginning to close their basketball program for the'73-'74
season. "We were sure that
our season was over because
we had lost to Randolph Maconfor the VCAA title," said the
Dukes second year head coach
Lou Campanelli.
gathered in Godwin Hall, the
At approximately 3:00 that
Madison College sports compafternoon a phone call was
lex, at 8:30 to board a chartermade to the a t h 1 e 11 c depared bus for the trip to the Roatment of the school; It was a bid
noke airport. Most of the plfor the Dukes, a team that had
ayers had not completely realonly been playing varsity basized that they were going to
ketball for five years, to partiparticipate
in the NCAA. "We
cipate In the South Regional
got
the
announcement
and it
NCAA tournament In Nashwas
really
great,
but
it
took
ville. "It took about one secquite
a
while
to
realize
that
we
ond for the decision to go to
had
accomplished
something
be made," said a Madison
this big, and that we were
spokesman.
going," said Van Snowdon, a
"At the beginning of the seafreshman center from Bowie,
son our goals were to equal
Maryland.
last years record, and be comThe bus ride was quiet with
petitive against the other state
the players sleeping for most
colleges," said Campanelli.
of the two hour ride to
"We never thought that we
Roanoke. The coaches and
could go to the NCAA at the bepress, who were traveling with
ginning of the season; we had
the Dukes, talked most of the
a much tougher schedule than
way. The subjects varied from
ever before and a lot of young
basketball to politics. Some of
kids."
The Dukes would travel to
the Dukes, who were from the
Nashville, Tennessee to play
Roanoke area, began to give a
Flsk University, an all black
running account of Roanoke
school, on their home floor.
and Its favorable aspects.
The Bulldogs had not lost on
There was a forty-five mintheir home floor In over two
ute wait at the airport for the
and a half years, and they were
flight and most of the players
the Southern Intercollegiate
took this time to find some food
Athletic Conference champat the airport snack bar.
ions. The team was scheduRandy Mltchie, a senior guard
led to fly to Nashville on March
who Is well known for his "fla5, a Tuesday, and play on the
klness" as well as his basketfollowing evening.
ball ability, decided to have a
second breakfast. This one
Tuesday morning the team

consisted of french fries, two
cheeseburgers, coffee and
toast. Most of the other players settled for either coffee
or a pastry.
The flight, which was quite
bumpy and one that will be long
remembered, took about forty
eight minutes, and when it
landed, it was to the relief of
half of the team. One of the
freshman players summedup
the flight in one word, "shitty." The stewardess' on the
plane weren't exactly the
friendly types and one said that
she had heard of Madison College, "Isn't it a girls school
near Staunton?"
The Nashville airport was
quick In giving the Dukes Its
welcome. As soon as the rented cars were loaded, an airport policeman arrived and
placed a ticket on one of the
cars for parking in an area
restricted for taxis and for being overloaded. Newspapers
were quickly bought to find out
about Flsk and how Madison
was rated in the minds of the
Nashville sportswrlters.
The first paper started off,
"... Madison College, which Is
named for John, not Dolly
Madison...."; the next paper
wasn't quite so humorous, Just
wrong, its starting line-up for
the Dukes wrong, and the top
player wrong, and a third had
Madison playing Tuesday night. Madison's Sports Information Director Rich Murray
decided then that he should
, contact a few papers.
After settling in the hotel the
i players found ways of occupying their free time before a
small supper and then an evening practice at Flsk. Following an example seen on the airplane, the Dukes began to shower the hotel area with "Get
'em Dukes" and "Love those
Dukes" stickers. The idea had
started when a sticker hadappeared In the front of the
cabin of the airplane beside the
coaches, much to the delight of
Piedmont Airlines.
The team arrived at Flsk for
Its first practice session in the
school. "So this Is the NCAA,"
was the sarcastic remark of
senior guard Lenny Mosser

as he stepped Into the antiquated gym that seated only
850. It was a far cry from
the spacious facilities of
Godwin Hall.
The practice was closed to
anyone other than those with
the team. It was defensive
minded with some Joking between the players, but a feeling of apprehension was slowly coming over the players
as they looked ahead to the
following night's game.
The players went for a snack
after the practice at an all night restaurant across the
street fromNthe hotel called
"Sambo's". After the players
left,two stickers had appeared
above the Bank Amerlcard sign on the door; "Love Those
Dukes,"and "Get'em Dukes,"
- Nashville was discovering
Madison.
The players itinerary called
for them to wake up at 9:30.
Most of the players got up at
this time and turned on their
color TV's, something that you
don't find In every room at Madison. The " Today" show was

on and It was broadcasting a
special on what they termed as
the new spectator sport sweeping the country - Streaking.
There were films of aH
angles showing the participants of all kinds trotting about
in the view of a television audience of millions. Then the
Governor of Kentucky came on
to label anyone who engaged in
such activities as "moral degenerates". As soon as the
governor had finished dome of
the team decided to discuss the
merits of a streak through the
hotel's pool area.
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coach Mikled I
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reading, apt
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ed, but the atmosphere was not
quite like any they had seen
before. The small gym was
not quite filled, but 99% of
the people were Flsk fans.
■It was a good black crowd,"
said Fisk Coach Bob Lawson.
The Dukes went Into a quick
lead midway through the first
half, but could not break it open. The Bulldogs took the lead,

1

final scouting report. It was a
question/answer period In
which the players went over
their assignments for the
game. Coach Fratello went
over each play pattern and opposing player.
Coach Campanelll
then
spoke, "Kill them with kindness. Be silent killers, don't
talk or show any emotion. Give
that first foul, and if you knock
him down, then help him up...
we can beat this team, and I
don't have to sit here and tell
you because you know It."
The players had a light meal
following the scouting report.
During the course of the meal
David Correll, a sophmore
forward stood up and said, "I
want to announce that John
Cadman and I blew the doors
off of Randy Mitchie and Joe
Pfahler In a game of cards."
The dinner table talk then went
from cards to other games and
then finally to basketball.
The coaches, who were sitting at another table from the
players were talking about the
up coming game and all of the
different aspects of It which
ranged from the radio coverage to warm-up drills. As
the coaches were getting
ready to leave, trainer Andy
Wondtike said, "It seems like
we've spent five years waiting
for this game."
The Dukes took the floor a(
7:30 and began to go Into theii
drills. Pin point passing and
precision typified the Dukes
pre-game drills. Passing and
movement, ball control and
defense, these have been the
Dukes trademarks through the
season and these would have to
be what would carry them by
Flsk.
The Flsk Bulldogs were the
exact opposite of the Dukes In
every way. An offensive ball
club that played a run and gun
type of game; a leaping team
that would fastbreak whenever
possible, and they employed
a full-court press and a manto-man defense. They ran a
"street ball" type of offense
and none of the starters were

afraid of putting the ball up
from almost anywhere.
The Flsk warm-ups started
with lay-ups and dunks (whenever the referees attention
was directed else where) with
almost every player easily soaring above the rim.
For both teams the season
came down to just on thing mis ball game. The winner
would advance to the regional
semi-finals and the loser would return home his season
ended. The game was a season all in itself and it would
be a short season, especially
for the Dukes.
The game started like any other game In which Madison had
played in; there was a introduction of players, and then
the national anthem was play-

and they also could not take
command. At the half it was
23 to 21 In favor of Flsk.
The second half started with
Madison looking as though they
were going to Evansvllle. They
moved out ahead of the Bulldogs and took command of the
game. With just under 12 minutes to go it was 37 to 30 Madison, and it seemed as another basket would put It away.
That basket never came.
Fisk, In one of the better comebacks against the Dukes this season, outscored Madison
14 to 4 and took the lead. "If
we could have just scored when
It was 37 to30,"saidCampanelli.
The game became a nip and
tuck affair until the end. The
lead changed hands eight times
in the final ten minutes and
there were four ties. Flsk went ahead 53 to 51 with just over
two minutes left In the contest.
Madison called a time-out.
A play was set up to work the
ball to Sherman Dillard, the
Dukes honorable mention AllAmerican. The ball was thrown in and the Dukes held the

ball for over 1:20 seconds. Then as time grew short, the Dukes pace quickened as they tried to get set for a good shot.
It seemed as though the whole
Madison bench had a heart beat
louder than a bass drum. The
pressure was like a hammer
on your head as the crowds noise rose to a crescendo. The
ball went to Dillard.
He dribbled once and then went up for a 22 foot jump shot,
from the wing. The ball hit
the back of the rim and spun
up and out of the cylinder. A
hand reached high to pull In
the rebound, it was a black
hand, It was a Fisk hand, it
was the end of the Dukes season.
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The Grandstander
By Von Jenkim
Tomorrow, the Dukes will try to change their luck
when they try out their brand new baseball field for
the first time. Madison and Eastern Mennonite will
play at 2 p.m. on Long Field.
Thus far In the young season, things have been
going pretty rough for Coach Babcock and his team.
After only one week of action, all on the road, the
Dukes have lost six games while winning only two.
Pete Jones and Billy Sample were Madison's only
two bright spots at the plate during the disappointing
road trip.
Jones, a sophomore who played for Madison last
season hit 360 on the trip with a home run, two doubles and six RBPs.
Sample led the Dukes In hitting, collecting 11 hits
in 25 trips to the plate for a 440 average. Sample
connected for at least one hit in each game and scored six runs. He was drafted by the Texas Rangers
last spring.
The most surprising disappointment of the week was
Larry Hunt's ineffectiveness. Last season, Hunt was
the top right-handed pitcher in the nation's college
division as he carried 0.64 earned run average. Hunt
was defeated 4-3 in the team's opener against Fur man
College.
Jim Barbe and Carl Zerambo showed promise on the
mound collecting Madison's only two victories. Zerambo
threw a two-hitter against Voorhees College as the
Dukes shut them out 6-0. Barbe was credited with the
win In Madison's 9-2 triumph over Davidson.
Hopefully, the tide will turn for the Dukes now that
the dlsasterous southern trip is out of the way. A
lot of the younger Dukes gained valuable experience
and the squad got a chance to play together as a team.

^^TreeCheckuigTccounts
* Student Loans

Photo by Morgan

The Intramural Scene

Space Cowboys Roll Over Devils

434-1331

Rockingham National Bank
Harrisonburg • Wtytrs Covt • Grottoes

f\m Ywr S«Hntf
Victlfcti Now!

travel counsellors, Inc.
AUTHORIZED AGENT FOR ALL MAJOR AIRLINES,
STEAMSHD? LINES, TRAIN AND TOUR COMPANIES

i*-

Call us for All Your Travel Needs
1774 S. Main St. H'burg

434-1796
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The Space Cowboys proved
that A League is Indeed the
superior league in men's Intramural basketball by waltzing through the tournament
held shortly before spring break and capturing the school
championship in the process
with a 78-46 romp over the
Devils of F League. Once they
managed to win the A League
C rown, the Space Cowboys were never seriously challenged
as they defeated the rest of their opponents from the other
leagues by margins of 18,31,
and 32 points.
Actually, the Devils led at
one time during the game having scored the first bucket on
a 15 foot jump shot by Jim
Barbe. The Devils should have frozen the ball at that point to keep their lead, but the
Space Cowboys' high-jumping
center Bill Watts went to work and scored five straight points to give the Space Cowboys
a lead they never lost.

The Devils, however, fought
back. Aided by the outside shooting of Jim Barbe and cold
shooting by the Space Cowboys
they trailed by only five points, 23-18, mid-way through the
flrsthalf. BUI Watts and Company then went to work outscorlng the Devils 20-8 to take
a 38-26 half-time lead.
The second half proved to be
even worse for the Devils
as the Space Cowboys scored
almost at will. The final score
78-46 (It could have been worse) tells the whole story as
the Space Cowboys breezed
to the school championship.
The Space Cowboys showed
balanced scoring as four out
of seven players hit double
figures. Bill Watts was the
most impressive player on the
court pulling down rebounds,
blocking shots, and scoring
a game high 27 points. Also
scoring for the Space Cow•ere Shafer with 16 poieve Hodelstal with 11,
arry Jackson with 10.

\#m

"Something else "from
the director of MASH
IS

CPB Movie
Wilson Auditorium
Friday, March 22
ID Required
.—-

Jarbe proved to be neistoppable as he scor>oints mostly withama;curacy from downtown
onburg. Doleski with 12
was the only other pla-

yer for the Devils to hit double figures.
Thus the Intramural basketball season comes to a somewhat anticlimatlc end. For
all Intensive purposes the real school championship was
decided when the Space Cowboys won the A League title.
What happened after that was
nothing more than a Mickey
Mouse tournament. Many students are now beginning to realize that a better system of
tourney play must be devised
so that two teams of somewhat
more equal ability will meet
for the school title. I think the
players deserve this, and I
think the fans who support
them deserve this.

Intramural
Swimming
A men's intramural swimming meet wlU be held Tuesday, March 26, at 7:00 In Savage Natatorium. All interested
students are urged to sign-up
in Coach Babcock's office by
Monday, March 25. Students
may enter as Individuals or
with a team.

INTERNATIONAL CHEESE
AND GIFT SHOP
n-i;
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By Chuck Lock or d
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CHEESE AND CHEESE PRODUCTS
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©

ALSO MANY UNUSUAL GIFTS

JEWELERS
16 South Main
Harrisonburg
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Tennessee Tech Wins
Women's Tournament
While most Madison students
were heading home for Spring
break, Madison's women's
basketball team remained behind to host the Southern Region Two A.I.A.W. Tournament, held in Godwin Hall,
March 8-9.
A total of eleven teams, representing five states, participated in the tournament, which
was won by Tennessee Tech.
Tennessee Tech, now 24-3 on
the year, will represent Region Two in the National tournament being held at Kansas
State University this week.
The Madison team lost to a
strong University of Tennessee squad, 74-43, in the
opening round of the tournament. Madison's scoring was
led by Katherine Johnson,
Jenny Jones and Bette Lewis,
each with nine points.
The Duchesses then came
from behind to beat in-state
rival William and Mary,
60-44, In the consolation
round. In that game, Madison
trailed by, ten points early in
the third quarter, but battled
back to take a 39-37 lead going
into the final period. Madison's Linda Abbott scored 12
of her game-high 16 points in
the fourth quarter to insure the
Duchesses' victory.
Madison saw Its last action
of the season against Elon, in
the semi-finals of the conso-

latlon round. Elon, the eventual winner of the consolation
round, defeated the Duchesses
68-56. After the first quarter
Madison was never really In
the game, as Elon stretched
a slim three-point lead into a
40-24 spread at half time.
Katherine Johnson led the
Duchesses' effort with twelve
points; Betty Lewis had ten
points for Madison.
Madison finished the year
with a record of 17-3. The
Duchesses were undefeated In
the regular season with a 15-0
record. Next year Madison
will be the host school for
the A.I.A.W. National tournament.

Lacrosse
The Madison Lacrosse team
opened its 1974 season Wednesday afternoon with a 10-4
win over Westhampton.
Trlsh Frear and Pat Kelley
each scored three goals in the
first half to give the Duchesses
a 6-1 halftlme lead. In the second half, Westhampton made
three quick goals to pull within two, 6-4. But four straight
Madison goals, two each by
Frear and Kelley, insured victory for the Duchesses in their
opening contest.
Goalies Kathy Bond and
Jean Frey each had two saves
for Madison.

Eddie Hayden [NOVELTY NEWS
Hobby Shop I 66 W. Water St.
42W.Bruce

A Wide Variety Of

St.

Electric Shavers and

I

Small Appliances Repaired i

Magazines,
Paperbacks, And
Comic Books!

A Complete Hobby Shop

.'

434-7271

Open 7-5:30 Mon.-Sat
7-4:30 Sun.

Taking off?
Take us up.
There's a place for you on
Piedmont. For a weekend of
fun, a game out of town, a
quick trip home, whatever —
there's a Piedmont jet or
propjet flight to fit your
plans. With personal,
thoughtful service always.
Piedmont — serving over 75
cities including Chicago,
New York, Washington,
Norfolk, Atlanta, Memphis.
Call us, or your travel agent.

Piedmont
Airlines

Our twenty-fifth year
of service.
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MC Baseball Team Loses 6
Games on Southern Tour
By WADE STARLING
Madison College's baseball
team spent their Spring break
touring; the South for their first road trip of the season. Unfortunately, they did not fare
too well, as they came home
with a 2-6 record.
The Dukes two victories were
against Davidson, 9-2, and Voorhees, 6-0. They were defeated twice by Furman, 4-3
and 7-3, once by South Carolina, 8-0, once by Voorhees,
5-3, and twice by the Citadel,
4-0 and 4-1.

Coach Brad Babcock cited
hitting, or rather the lack of
hitting, as a major factor In
the losses. He said they started five and sometimes six freshmen, and he figures they
had never seen pitching the caliber of what they saw last
week.
However, there were some
bright spots In the trip. Leftflelder Billy Sample, who
was drafted by the Texas Rangers last spring, had at least
one hit in each game and finished the trip with a .440
average.
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CAMPING
HEADQUARTERS
52 E. Market St. Harrlsonburg.Va. 434-2371

Centerfielder Pete Jones,
who was moved from second
base to centerfield by Babcock
this spring, batted .360 during
the week. He is also leading
the team with six RBl's and
has two doubles and a home
run.
Babcock was satisfied with
the Dukes'defense, but he is
considering giving up some of
that defense in the infield in
order to get another bat in
the lineup.
Two of the Dukes veteran
pitchers got off to slow starts. Senior Larry Hunt, who
was the top rlghthanded college division pitcher in the
nation last seasn, was beaten
by Furman 4-3. in the team's
opening game. He also worked in relief In two more games, but was Involved in neither
decision.
Sophomore Tim Dobsoo, who
was 4-3 last season with an
earned run average of 2.34,
returned from the trip with an
0-2 record and a 5.79 ERA.
Two freshman pitchers got
the Dukes only wins. Jim Barbe beat Davidson 9-2 and gave
up only one earned run. Carl
Zerambo got the other win
when he shut out Voorhees
College 6-0 on Just two hits.
The Dukes first home game
of the season will be Saturda*
at 2:00 against E.M.C.
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NSL Conference,
students with Information concerning these Issues. Dozens
of workshops and speakers
were scheduled throughout
each day to accomplish this
purpose.

Speakers
A very effective technique
that the Lobby utilized to attract students to these organizational meetings was the promise of a colorful speaker.
The distinguished speakers
who addressed the students
served to encourage as well
as give the students hints on
how to interact with politicians.
Saturday afternoon, as soon
as the students had had a chance to examine their surroundings, they were Introduced
to the first of many events of
the Conference. Congressman

Continued from Page 1

Paul McCloskey, the liberal
Republican
Congressman
from California, spoke of suggested tactics that students
could use on the Hill. Mc Closkey seemed impressed
with the Lobby's goals and optimistic about the Lobby's future, setting an Initial encouraging atmosphere that persisted throughout the following five days.
Non-denials'
Sunday night, the speaker was
the Washington Post staff writer who, along with Carl Bernseln, was Instrumental In Initially uncovering the Watergate scandal. This pulitzerprlze winner, Bob Woodward,
spoke of some of bis personal
experiences with the "nondenials' of White House tactics and his dealings with the

men who have since become
Indicted for their role In the
Watergate scandal.
Woodward, though emphasizing the strides that the press
had gained since the explosion
of the scandal In the Post,
made the students aware that
the uncovering of Watergate
was an Isolated Incident. He
stressed that most reporters
are still merely 'stenographers won over by the awesome majesty of the White House.*
Some Encouragement
The two speakers who provided a final means of encouragement and excitement before the students' confrontation with their congresspersons were Dan Rather, CBS
correspondent and Senator
Hubert Humphrey.
Rather dealt with the everyday problems that a reporter
faces at dally White House briefings. "Non-answers" was
Rather's term for the Information received at these briefings. "As long as you do what
I want you to do—we'll get
along, If you go against me—
I'll have to deal with you,"
Rather said was Nixon's basic philosophy behind press coverage.
Humphrey, a small, rounded
man with an Incredible fistshaking enthusiasm, peppered
his rabble-rousing speech with such sayings as "the fox
In charge of the chicken coopthat's happened too many times in this town (D.C.).*

'Working' Conference
The speakers tended to lend
an atmosphere of excitement
and novelty to the Conference
these first three days; the
workshops were supposed to
enlighten the students on the
basic issues. Panel workshops
featured such guests as

gressmen and oil officials.
The energy question, international affairs and education,
child-care on campus, campaign financing, sex discrimination, state lobbies, and educational problems were among
the topics offered for the students.
Besides the workshops, the
students had the opportunity to
attend "role-playing" sessions, which gave students an
opportunity to practice lobbying techniques. Most students,
along with attending the NSL
organizational meetings and
speakers, were In meetings
from 9:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

NSL Business
Organizational meetings held
by the Lobby, although not
completely relevant to the primary purpose of the Conference, were important for the
unity of the organization of the
Lobby Itself. The students attended several meetings In
which the organization and activities of NSL were described.
Monday night, following Sen.
Humphrey's speech, several
hundred of the students attended a business plenary which lasted Into the wee hours
of the morning. Resolutions
and amendments were to be
voted upon by the students
for the platform of NSL. The
night dragged on endlessly as
the aspiring politicians overplayed their future roles by
arguing with the chairperson,
contesting each individual point and generally displaying an
excessive amount of egos.
However, the plenary did serve to rid the students of any
dissension and general frustration that they may have been
feeling during the preceedlng
few days.

Partying
Although this was a working
conference, it is impossible
for 500 students to stay In one
hotel without the Inevitable
parties. The Ramada Inn is
situated In the heart of Washington, D.C. and most of the
students took some advantage
of the night life after spending
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the day In meetings. The Immediate area surrounding Thomas Circle seemed to be
Invaded with students wearing
NSL nametags. And one could
not have spent the entire Conference without meeting dozens of students from each state in the country.

Fine Arts
Festival
Begins Mon.
The Visiting Scholars Committee regrets to announce
that due to Illness Dr. Cleanth
Brooks has cancelled his lecture Monday night which was
scheduled In accordance with
Madison's Fine Arts Festival.
instead, the opening night
program of the Festival will
feature Fletcher and Margaret
Collins. Dr. and Mrs. Collins
will sing and discuss "Appalachian Folks and Folk Song",
accompanying themselves on
the guitar at 8:00 pm, Monday
March 25, In Larimer Shaeffer
Auditorium.
Dr. Collins Is a nationally
known authority on folk ballads
which he has collected In the
mountains of Virginia, North
Carolina and Kentucky. Some
of his ballads are available
on Library of Congress recordings, and his most recent
book on ballads has Just been
published.
Dr. Collins holds a PhD. In
English from Yale University
and heads the Department of
Drama at Mary Baldwin College. He is also the founder
of the Oak Grove Theater.
Mrs. Collins recieved her MA •
from Yale University and is a
well-known Virginia playwright.
The Collins' farm, "Pennroyal," south of Harrlsonburg
has been a center for such a
variety of folk-singers as Paul
Clayton, Richard Dyer-Bennet
and Mike Seeger. The farm
is also the location of the Oak
Grove Theater.
Performing with the
Collins' on Monday night will
be Rick Seyford, a graduate of
the University of Maine and an
expert in the art of banjo
picking. He can play everything from Sally Goodwin to
Flop-eared Mule and back agaln. In the past year Rick
Seyford has also acted at the
Oak Grove, at Mary Baldwin
College and for the Waynesboro Players.
Everyone Is invited to attend
this event as it is a rare opportunity to hear outstanding
folk singers.

UNUSUAL MERCHANDISE
It's Harrisonburg's Most Unusual Stores

GLEN'S FAIR PRICE
STORE

GLEN'S GIFT
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95 S. Main St.
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Virginia
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The WMRA DJ's
•Uncle" John Henkel ends
the Saturday night Joint Committee with his Part in from
2 a.m. to 5 a.m.
Long before Joint Committee
days, John possessed an Interest In radio. Playing DJ In
Jr. High School turned into
real DJ work with a "weekend music of the 50's » show
In Senior High School for station WYCS, Yorktown, Va. While his Naval ship, U.S.S. Newport News, floated from ports
In Columbia, S.C. to Vietnam
to Finland, John entertained
the crew by doing a dally "oldies show* on the ships' station, WBLC. Home again after
four years, he began studies

In broadcasting at Christopher
Newport College.
Last summer John transferred to Madison as a Communication Arts major. He played
Jesse, the Hollywood producer
In the summer theatre production of "Plaza Suite". "Uncle"
John got back Into radio last
semester as one of WMRA's
Early Bird announcers. Presently he works for the Communication Arts department
and as a "Breeze" staff photographer.
This semester's show Is defined musically as progressive rock. John comments about the show saying, "It Is like
a potpourri of Ideas. The con-

tinuous running together of records Is like one's stream of
consciousness which will eventually take you to the edge
of Infinity or the parade grounds of oblivion—whichever
you prefer."Sometimes impromptu rap sessions and candid
conversations evolve from
this mind voyage. The only
"message" or phtfosophy delivered during tne three hours is found in John's favorite
saying and personal philosophy, "Keep the upstairs aired
out."
Part m of the Joint Committee grows Saturday nights, 2
a.m. to 5 a.m. with "Uncle"
John Henkel.

John Henkel
K
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Spring Musical Cast Selected
Senior music major, Susie
Fleming, and Junior Communication Arts major", Jeff
Dailey, will head the large cast
recently selected for this year's musical production "How
To Succeed In Business Without Really Trying".
The Frank Loesser and Abe
Burrows musical about a young man's cUmb to the top
of the corporate ladder is produced through the combined
efforts of the Madison College
Theatre, the Department of
Music, and the Dance area of
the Department of Physical
Education.
Miss Fleming recently gave
her senior recital and performs with the Women's Concert Choir and the Madison
College Chorale. Mr. Dailey
has appeared In a number of
Madison College Theatre productions, most recently as
Hamlet In 'Rosencrantz &
Guildenstern Are Dead". Mr.
Dailey will play J. Pierrepant Finch in "How to Succeed" with Miss Fleming as his
sweetheart, Rosemary Pilklngton.
Playing the role of Bud Frump will be John Hudson, who
has been Rosencrantz, the
Master of Ceremonies in last year's musical "Cabaret"
Open:
9-5 Mon.-Sat.
9-9 Thurs.&Fri.

BEDSPREADS

and Charlie Brown in the Blackfrlar Dinner Theatre's
•You're A Good Man Charlie Brown." Bud Frump's
uncle and president of the World Wide Wicket Company, Mr.
Blggley, will be played by Kent
Scott A music major, Mr.
Scott performs with the Madlsonlans and may also be remembered for his interpretation of the Master of Ceremonies In last year's "Cabaret*.
Another "Cabaret* veteran,
Sue Lamm, who gave Madison
audiences a brassy portrait of
SaUy Bowles, will play Mlsa
Jones with music major Ann x
Brodeur as Smitty.
Mary McGowan, a Communication Arts major, who has
delighted Madison audiences
with her comic antics as Joan
in "Lovers and Other Strangers", Frauleln Kost in "Cabaret", Mrs. Wlnemlller In
•Summer and Smoke", and
more recently as the Player
in "Rosencrantz & Guildenstern Are Dead*, will play
the intoxicating Hedy LaRue.
Under the leadership of Stage Director Chester Jordan,
Musical Director David Watkins, Technical Director Allen Lyndrup, Orchestra Leader George West, and Choreographer Blalne Chambers,

781 East Market St.
ROLLING HILLS
SHOPPING CENTER

the production has begun working towards its April 18 opening.
Rounding out.the large cast
of slnger-actor-dancers will
be Mark Bronsak, Robin Strange, Chris WesseU, Paige
Martindale, Lewis Martink,
Dan Rollins, Denlse Cooper,
Molly McCarron, Denlse Corbett, Joella Allerton, Llbby
Barrick, Gall Breed, Marsha
Breener, Clncy Browning, Denlse Campbell, Susan Heely,
Suzie Smith, Susan Powell,
Val Tullous, Judy Turner, Mary Welton and Kathy Wright.
The Pullitzer Prize winning
musical will be performed on
the Latlmer-Shaeffer Theatre
stage of the Duke Fine Arts
Building, April 18, 19, 20,
21. 24, 25. 26 and 27.
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Phi Mu Sponsors
"Hike for Hope"
A Madison College sorority,
Phi Mu, will sponsor a "Hike
for Hope" Saturday, March 30
to raise funds for the medical
ship Hope which takes the
medical supplies and medical
care to needy persons
throughout the world.
The 15-mllehlkewlllbeglnat
8:30 a.m. In front of Madison's
Wilson Hall. Hikers will Include students and other citizens who will hike In a large
circle which will return them
to the Madison campus.
Phi Mu is seeking people to

make the pledges for the hike.
Under the program, Individuals pay a certain amount for
each mile a hiker walks and the
money Is contributed to Project Hope.
Last year, about 130 persons
took part In the hike and around
$1,800 was raised for Hope.
This year's goal Is $3,000.
Persons interested in hiking
or in sponsoring hikers may
sign up In the student post
office at the Warren Campus
Center the week before the
event.

Modern Dance
Concerts

by the Solomon company do
The Solomons Company /Dance, a group which has gained not have any literal or predeacclaim as "a specialty-one termined meaning; they deal
non-objectively with kinesthof the curious little spin-offs
etlc and spatial relationships
from modern dance", will be
resulting from various kinds
at Madison for a three-day reof chance and game-rule prosidency March 25-27.
cedures which occur during
During their stay on campthe actual performance. The
us, the group will present
movement is shaped and shadtwo concerts. As a special
ed
by the dancers' own perfeature,
the
members
of
the
rest
of
my
life!*
American Magicians and Its
sonalities.
This leaves each
company
will
present
a
series
Mr.
Irv
Welner
has
won
selocal paper, The Barnstorviewer free to Interpret the
of workshop type gatherings In
ven honor awards for his mamer.
movements as his own experwhich dance technique will be
gic, the most recent being
Born fifty years ago the son
ience dictates. There is much
Introduced and lessons given
■Magic's Man of the Year*
of deaf-mute parents, Mr. Wemutual Interplay between the
1972-73 in Boston by the Soc- to Interested persons.
lner was forced at an early
participants
and onlookers and
The Solomons Company/Daiety of American Magicians.
age to develop the use of his
In
many
Instances
the dancers
nce was first formed In JanHe has devoted his life to
hands to be able to communiand
viewers
are
not
even seuary
of
1971
and
during
its
fimaking people laugh and woncate with his parents.
parated
by
space.
rst
two
years
it
has
been
greder at his seemingly ImpossiAt the age of eleven he beeted by audience enthusiasm
ble tricks. And during his thgan to study magic tricks to
and critical praise. The groree day stay at Madison Colllearn the secret of a trick a
up
consists of three men and
ege he has won many friends
not-too-well-liked friend shthree
women dancers and one
and fans proving that he is not
owed him. Mr. Welner asserts
lighting/stage
manager all of
only
great
magician
and
perfothat he never discovered the
305 N. MMOII St
whom
are
qualified
to teach
rmer,
but
also
a
true
gentlesecret of that trick,but Instcourses In their field.
man.
A Meal for Everyone
ead, learned many, many otThe
dance
pieces
performed
hers. Later he became a card
cheat for three and one-half
years. His system was to deal
winning poker hands to friends
and then receive a pay-off afTubs and Pumps Furnished
ter the game. He decided to retire from this somewhat danOld Milwaukee A Schlirz Kegs
gerous occupation and go to
Cold Beer A Cold Wine
The former president of Mathe West coast for health reasons. The reason for his 111 dison College and the chairTOP VALUE STAMPS
health was a gun pointed to his man of the Harrlsonburg Sch915 South High Street
head by a suspicious loser of ool Board were cited by GrDail 434-6895
eater Madison Inc. last Mona card game.
GOOD LUCK MADISON DUKES
He went to Los A ngeles wh- day night for their contributio-«^*S^%.^-^S^%^X^>^S^«^-^«»-*X.<^/Ni
ns to education.
ere he attended Chavez College. Several years later he
The awards from Greater
returned to Boston, paid all his Madison, a college support
card debts, and started on the group, went to former college
college tour as an Artist In
President G. Tyler Miller and
Residence. Since then he has Harrlsonburg School Board
toured the country performing Chairman Elon w. Rhodes.
at VA hospitals and colleges
The awards were presented
as Mr. Fingers.
at the annual banquet of GreaIn an Interview after the show ter Madison held in the collMr. Fingers said, "I like It
ege's Warren Campus Center.
(the college tour) the most.
The guest speaker was Rep.
The Intimate stuff and plat- J. Kenneth Robinson, the Reform work goes over very
publican Congressman from
weU. I intend to do it the Virginia's 7th District.

Irv "Mr. Fingers- Welner demonstrates
one of his many card tricks to a group

♦

j

of students In the lounge of the Warren
Campus Center.
photo by Morgan

An Evening With Mr. Fingers

/

By CHUCK LOCKARD
•...And now I present to you
Mr. Fingers/ announced Campus Program Board Direcgor Jerry Weaver last Tuesday
evening as a short, little, fat
man stepped onto the stage in
the ballroom of the Warren
Campus Center, greeted by a
not overly enthusiastic audience. But before the evening
was over this hobblt-like man
had an awe-struck audience of
nearly 250 students eating out
of his hands.
The program, entitled «An
Evening With Irv Welner* alias the fabulous • Mr. Fingers"
consisted of card and rope trllcks, psychic persuasion,
predictions, much slight of hand, and a dash of hocus-pocus. Mr. Fingers took the audience back fifty years through
the portals of the past Into the
nostalgic era of vaudeville with some of the unique showman of that time.fascinating
bits from the world of Stan
Laurel, Will Rogers, and others. Then Into the true story
of Eric Weiss, better known
as Houdlnl, while performing
the actual effects from Houdlnl's own repertoire. To close
the show he opened a box of
predictions containing predictions of the day's newspaper
headlines made over a month
ago and sent to Madison College to be kept In a safe place
until time for the show. All the
predictions, by the way, were
correct.
Mr. Welner is a graduate of
theChavez College, Los Angeles, the only recognized college of magic In the world. He
Joined the staff at Chavez and
became an Instructor in closeup table magic. He has also
been a columnist forHugard's
Magic Magazine and the Jinx,
as well as .U.M., official
magazine of the Society of
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